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Welcome to MARSX, a community-driven platform
that promotes $MX as the official token used for
space transportations.

THE VISION
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“You want to wake up in the morning and think the
future is going to be great — and that’s what being
a spacefaring civilization is all about. It is about
believing in the future and thinking that the future
will be better than the past. And I can’t think of
anything more exciting than going out there and
being among the stars.” — Elon Musk
New threats to our world, such as mass extinctions,
natural calamities and so on, are becoming more
and more worrying. Anyone is afraid for the future
of our species and we want to keep humanity alive.
One of the possible solutions is the Mars
colonization, which has considered as an inevitable
passage for humanity future.
That is why the colonization of Mars has received a
very big interest from public space agencies and
private corporations. Elon Musk has accepted this
challenge and is investing many resources in SpaceX
project.
SpaceX has a clear mission: build a Martian colony
of over 80,000 people.
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“I’d like to see that we’re expanding the frontier and
moving things forward. Space is the final frontier
and we have to make progress”
Thanks to Elon Musk’s vision, this will be possible
very soon. To achieving it, Elon Musk is focusing on
a particular goal: Space transportations…and this is
where MarsX come into play!
Elon Musk and his company plan to build spaceships
to transport the first colonists to Mars. To make the
trip more attractive for its crewmembers, Musk
promises that it will be “really fun” with zero-G
games, movies, cabins, games, a restaurant.
With MarsX we will do our part! We are pretty sure
Mars economy will run on crypto and this involves
also the travels to Mars.

Artemis
September 30th 2021
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HOW IT STARTED
With this vision in mind, Artemis launched MARSX
($MX) in September 2021.
After that a passionate community of dreamers,
MarXians, soon started shaping up into a crypto
space enthusiasts community.
Our motto is #HEREWECOME
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THE MARSX
ECOSYSTEM
A DApp where MX holders can
benefit of special APY on their
holdings (V1 release).
It will be continuously integrated
with new features for helping out
the users with the tracking of their
crypto assets (V2 and V3 releases).

With the help of very skilled artists we
will develop our NFT collection. All the
earnings will be used for the growth of
the project (buy back, marketing,
airdrop).

Our new Ecosystem governance
tokens, which will be launched
by the end of 2021 Q4, will
allow holders to participate in
MarsX’s growth and strategy
decisions through SpaceDao.

A new web portal where our
passionate community of Space
lovers will learn more about Mars
colonization and the newest Space
related initiatives. We will allow
advertising and all the earnings will
be reinvested for the future of
MarsX.
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OUR TOKENOMICS
$MX is an ERC20 token that was launched on the
Ethereum network on 30th September 2021.
Our supply corresponds to the semi-major axis
length of Mars: 227,936,637 $MX minted once,
and never mintable again by smart contract
restriction.
$MX tokenomics is very clean, no weird
redistribution or additional fees on buying or
selling. Everyone will always be free to buy and
sell their MX without paying unnecessary
additional fees.
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OUR ROADMAP
MarsX is not just a visionary project, but a crypto
community which is backed up by Senior
Blockchain developers. We have a clear mission
in mind: create something extraordinary.
Our roadmap will be continuously enriched with
new milestones and ideas.
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JOIN OUR
COMMUNITY
Telegram Announcement Channel
Telegram Community Chat
Instagram
Twitter
Discord
Facebook
GitHub
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